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Dear editor,

Privacy-preserving distributed set intersection and union

(PPSI, PPSU) have received much attention in recent years

because of their wide applications. Most of existing solu-

tions [1, 2] utilize secure multiparty computation protocols

(SMCP) [3, 4] to settle the problem, but the SMCP meth-

ods are expensive in computation and communication. Even

worse, most SMCP methods hardly continue to work if some

participants disconnect.

To address the drawbacks of the SMCP schemes, we pro-

pose novel solutions for privacy-preserving set operations.

The key technique in the novel solutions is local differential

privacy (LDP) [5]. LDP is a variant model of differential pri-

vacy (DP) [6] which is a state-of-the-art privacy definition

that is independent of the adversary’s background knowl-

edge. The algorithm with LDP has low computation and

communication costs. Besides, the mechanism satisfying

LDP guarantees that the output cannot be impacted badly

by any change of data in the input, which means that it is

hard for an adversary to infer the data from the outputs,

and so data are protected. Usually, in the system under

LDP, each data owner processes his data independently and

does not need to cooperate with other participants like the

SMCP schemes, thus the system under LDP is more robust.

System model. We consider a distributed model consist-

ing of n data owners (users) and one collector. Each user

ui (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) possesses a private dataset Di which is

a subset of a universal set U . The collector is interested

in obtaining union and intersection of private sets of users.

Considering that the collector may be an adversary, we de-

sign PPSI/PPSU protocols with LDP to provide a privacy

guarantee for uses. About each user’s private set, there are

two cases: (1) it is a normal set which is a collection of dis-

tinct items, such as {1, 2, 3}; and (2) it is a multiset which

allows multiple instances for each item, such as {1, 1, 2, 2, 3}.

And, items in each user’s set are supposed to be indepen-

dent. The solutions on PPSI (PPSU) for normal sets have

been elaborated in [7]. Hence, we mainly focus on PPSI and

PPSU mechanisms under LDP for multisets in this study.

Mechanisms design. Each user ui has a private multiset

Di, Di ⊆ U , where U is a public universal multiset:

U = {1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
max

, 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
max

, . . . , l, . . . , l︸ ︷︷ ︸
max

}.

U contains l distinct items and max is the maximal multi-

plicity (the number of times an item occurs in a multiset)

which is allowed in a multiset. Let fj(Di) denote the multi-

plicity of the j-th different item of U in Di. Then, for each

j ∈ {1, . . . , l}, it has

fj
(
∩n
i=1Di

)
=min(fj(D1),. . ., fj(Dn)),

fj
(
∪n
i=1Di

)
=max(fj(D1),. . ., fj(Dn)).

(1)

Accordingly, Di’s complement Di satisfies fj(Di) = max −

fj(Di). We also denote Di = U −Di.

We first introduce the locally differentially private

method for the intersection operation (DMSI-LDP). The

protocol on the perturbation of each user’s multiset is pre-

sented as follows.

Encoding. Each user ui first encodes his multiset Di as

a group of binary vectors Si1, Si2, . . . , Simax, and each one

consists of l bits. When t 6 fj(Di), the j-th bit of Sit will be

set to 1, otherwise 0. For example, given the universal mul-

tiset U = {1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5, 5} with l = 5 and max = 2,

multiset Di = {1, 1, 3, 3, 4} will be encoded as Si1 = [10110],

Si2 = [10100].

Sanitizing. After encoding, each user uniformly randomly

picks a value Ti from {1, 2, . . . ,max} and only sanitizes the

Ti-th vector Si,Ti
by randomized response mechanism [8]

with the privacy budget ǫ, that is, for each j ∈ {1, . . . , l},

S̃iTi
[j] =





1− SiTi
[j], with probability

1

eǫ + 1
,

SiTi
[j], with probability

eǫ

eǫ + 1
.

(2)

Uploading. Lastly, each user sends the perturbed vector

S̃i,Ti
and the selected value Ti to the collector together.

Based on the received vector S̃i,Ti
and Ti from each

user, the collector first builds max perturbed matrixes
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M̃1, . . . , M̃max. The t-th perturbed matrix M̃t consists of

the perturbed vectors {S̃it, . . . , S̃i′t} from the users {ui,

. . . , ui′} who upload the value Ti = t. Each row of

M̃t = [S̃T
it, . . . , S̃T

i′t
] corresponds to the perturbed vec-

tor of one user. For example, if Ti = 3, ui’s perturbed

vector S̃i3 will be included in the third noisy matrix M̃3.

From each noisy matrix M̃t, the collector can derive an es-

timation (ρ̂t = [ρ̂t1, . . . , ρ̂tl]) to the frequency of ‘1’ in ev-

ery column of the noise-free matrix Mt = [ST
it, . . . , S

T
i′t

] by

ρ̂tj = p−1
2p−1

+
ρ̃tj

2p−1
, where p = eǫ

eǫ+1
, j ∈ {1, . . . , l} and

ρ̃tj stands for the frequency of ‘1’ in the j-th column of M̃t.

Intuitively, the true percentage of ‘1’ in a column should be

equal to 100%, if and only if the corresponding item belongs

to the intersection. Nevertheless, there exists deviation in

the estimation, thus we relax the threshold to 1− s, instead

of 100%, to determine items in the intersection. Here, s de-

notes the standard deviation of the estimation, and previous

work in [8] has shown that s can be computed by

s =

√
1
4
− ( 1

2
− p)2

(2p − 1)2n
. (3)

After that, the collector can gain intermediate intersections

AI1, . . . ,AImax with ρ̂1, . . . , ρ̂max and s. The intermediate

intersection AIt indicates that items in it can repeat at least

t times in the final intersection I. Generally, if an item is in

a latter intermediate intersection, e.g., AIta , the item must

be included in every intermediate intersection AItb , where

tb < ta. Thus, to decide the multiplicity of one item in the

final intersection I, the collector only find the last interme-

diate intersection where the item occurs. However, due to

the deviation of the estimation, the estimated intersection

may include some items which are not possessed by all users,

or exclude some items in the true intersection. For example,

one item does not appear in the (t′ − 1)-th intermediate in-

tersection AIt′−1, but appears in AIt′ lastly. Then it is hard

to determine which intermediate intersection the item truly

occurs in at last. Hence, it is of low accuracy to determine

one item’s multiplicity in I only by the last intermediate

intersection where the item occur. Theorem 1 demonstrates

that the probability of one item being excluded from two

successive intermediate intersections by mistake is low, un-

less this item is not in these two intermediate intersections

indeed. Therefore, the collector can use a new rule: only

when one item is excluded from two successive intermediate

intersections, the multiplicity of the item in I can be decided

by the intermediate intersection before these two successive

intersections. For instance, if one item is excluded by AIt′

and AIt′+1, its multiplicity in I can be regarded as t′−1. By

following this rule, the collector derives the final intersection

I with all intermediate intersections AI1, . . . ,AImax.

Theorem 1. For one item which is in the t′-th and the

(t′ + 1)-th true intermediate intersections, the probability

that the item is excluded from these two estimated intersec-

tions AIt′ ,AIt′+1 by mistake is less than e
−4eǫ

(eǫ+1)2 .

We then briefly describe the LDP-method for distributed

union operation (DMSU-LDP). As De Morgan’s laws still

holds for multiset, we can utilize the multiset intersection

scheme to solve multiset union. Firstly, each user computes

the complement Di of the secret multiset Di. Then, each

user processes the complement of his multiset by the pertur-

bation protocol in the intersection scheme. After receiving

the perturbed data from users, the collector estimates the

intersection of users’ complementary multisets, and derives

the multiset union from complement of the intersection.

Security analysis. It is not hard to prove that the per-

turbation protocol designed for private sets of users satisfies

ǫ-local differential privacy. The proof is provided in support-

ing information. Users’ sensitive information can be sani-

tized by the perturbation protocol, and each bit in users’

noisy vectors satisfy ǫ-LDP. Hence, even if there are n − 1

users who offer their true data to the collector, the collector

can still hardly deduce more information about the dataset

of the last user other than the estimated results. That indi-

cates the designed schemes can resist the collusion of n− 1

users and the collector. Further more, each user completes

his data perturbation independently and the communication

between each user and the collector is only required once.

Even if some users fail, the collector still can recover the

intersection or union by the dataset from other users. Thus,

our schemes enjoy strong robustness.

Evaluation results. We conduct experiments on two

datasets1) to evaluate the proposed schemes.

(1) T10I4D100K (TK): It is a synthetic dataset with

100000 records and 999 different items.

(2) Accidents: It is a real dataset with 340183 records

and 469 different items.

We employ the following metric to measure the utility of

the designed schemes:

RMSE =

√∑l
j=1(E[j]− T [j])2

l
, (4)

where E[j] (T [j]) is the multiplicity of the j-th different

item of U in the estimated (true) results. For example, sup-

pose that the estimated result is {2, 2, 4, 5}. Then E[1] = 0,

E[2] = 2 and so on.

In experiments, we suppose the maximal multiplicity max

of items is 10, 20, 40 or 80, respectively. To ensure that the

multiplicity of the items in each user’s set does not exceed

max, we divide the dataset TK into 10000, 5000, 2500, 1250

subsets correspondingly and divide the dataset Accidents

into 34000, 17000, 8500, 4250 subsets correspondingly with

each user keeping one subset.

Next, we conduct experiments with different values of

max to compare the utility of the basic solution and the de-

signed schemes. The description of the basic solution and

the experimental figures are provided in supporting infor-

mation. As max raises, the error (RMSE) of all schemes in-

creases. With an increase in the privacy budget ǫ, the error

of DMSI-LDP and DMSU-LDP is reduced, and yet the error

of basic solutions only decreases when max is small. Addi-

tionally, the error of basic solutions is always higher than

that of DMSI-LDP and DMSU-LDP except for the experi-

ments on the union of TK. We find out that the dataset TK

is too sparse, i.e., each record in the dataset only includes

few items, which results in that the multiplicity of items in

each subset can hardly exceed 10 even if we divide TK less

than 10000 subsets. Further, the multiplicity of items in the

true union is mostly below 5 when the dataset TK is divided

into 5000 or 2500 subsets. In this situation, basic solutions

and the designed schemes (DMSI-LDP, DMSU-LDP) have

similar results. Overall, the proposed methods have good

utility and usually surpass the basic solutions.

Conclusion. This study designed schemes to obtain dis-

tributed multiset intersection and union by exploiting LDP.

In the schemes, the private items in each data owner’s set

1) http://fimi.ua.ac.be/data/.
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were sanitized to satisfy ǫ-LDP, and meanwhile the collec-

tor could derive a high-accuracy intersection and union from

noisy sets. Through theoretical analysis and experiments,

we presented that the proposed schemes enjoy good utility

and strong robustness.
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